Become
an Eye
Witness!
Perfect for: Religious schools, churches,
spiritual groups, conventions, etc.
These remarkable glasses will have people believing in miracles! When wearing
them, any point of light is instantly transformed into inspirational images. They
are perfect for Sunday School, youth groups, concerts, church groups, parties, and
similar. Printed in full color, complete with Scripture and easy to follow directions
on the back, these stirring glasses are available with three different interactive
lenses (Jesus, Cross, and Ichthus).
★ Transform any light into inspirational images.
★ Learn about scripture while having fun.
★ Makes any class or project more memorable.
★ A keepsake that will last forever.
★ Can be custom imprinted with church/group name.
★ May also be packaged for resale (makes an excellent fund-raiser).

Eye Witness Glasses
transform bright points
of light into one of these
three wonderful images.

To activate your
Eye Witness Glasses!
★ Strap on your amazing Eye Witness Glasses.
★

Look at any bright, distant point of light
such as street lights, city lights, stadium lights,
candles, fireworks and even Christmas lights
to see the image and wonderful reminder of
why you can be an ‘Eye Witness!’

★ Repeat these words, ‘How did they do that?’

Witness to the masses
with Eye Witness glasses!
Watch your impulse sales grow as customers buy handfuls of Eye Witness Glasses to spread the Word and
minister to the masses. Eye Witness Glasses are the hottest, inexpensive impulse item. Eye Witness Glasses will fit
perfectly into your inspirational product mix and as an impulse item at the checkout register.
★ Free Standing POP ‘Shelf Talker’ displays mean fast turnover. Don’t have an electrical outlet nearby?
Try our optional super bright, battery operated LED Lights.
★ Perfect for Retailers of all kinds.
★ Also perfect for fundraisers, Churches, fireworks companies, party companies, schools, organizations,
conventions, or anywhere people gather.
★ Fast Shipping, wholesale pricing, and the highest quality.

Display description

No. of glasses Cost per pair

Total cost

Full Power Wing display

150 glasses
(50 of 3 designs)

£1.00

£150.00

Counter/Half Wing display

75 glasses
(25 of 3 designs)

£1.00

£75.00

25 glasses

£1.00

£25.00

Refill Glasses per design
LED 6 light set with batteries

● Freight Terms: All freight terms are pre-paid and added to the
invoice unless otherwise negotiated and approved.
● Terms: Prepayment before we ship.

£2.99
● All prices quoted on this page are correct at the time of
publication and exclusive of VAT at the current rate. However,
our prices are regularly reviewed and are subject to change
without notice.

How to order
To order your glasses, please give us a call at

0800 048 8618
or email us at sales@thrillscape3dglasses.com

Thrillscape Ltd
271 Regent street, London W1B 2ES
Tel: 0800 048 8618 Fax: 020 7084 6339

www.thrillscape3dglasses.com
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These interactive glasses with three different messages of faith will intrigue, inspire, and instruct people of all ages.
Eye Witness Glasses are designed to be given away so you are assured of plenty of repeat sales as your customers
use them to tell others.

